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TABULATED RESOLUTION FOR THE 
WELL-FOUNDED SEMANTICS 
ROLAND BOL AND LARS DEGERSTEDT 
t> Based on the search forest for positive programs as defined by Bol and 
Degerstedt, we define a tabulation-based framework that is sound and 
complete (when floundering does not occur) w.r.t, the well-founded seman- 
tics. In contrast to SLS-resolution as proposed by Przymusinski and by 
Ross, a positivistic computation rule is not required. Moreover, unlike 
SLG-resolution due to Chert and Warren, our proposal relies on tabula- 
tion for both positive and negative recursion without losing the clear 
separation of the search space from search strategies. In particular, the 
newly proposed search forest is finite for nonfloundering functor-free 
programs. © Elsevier Science Inc., 1998 <1 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The well-founded semantics (due to van Gelder et al. [28]) assigns a unique (but 
sometimes partial) model to any normal logic program. To exploit this expressive 
power of the well-founded semantics, the corresponding query answering mecha- 
nisms should support a broad class of programs. In particular, the procedural 
semantics should also handle programs that are not (locally) stratified in a 
satisfactory way (i.e., programs in which "self-referential" definitions through both 
positive and negative literals may occur). 
Two previously suggested procedural semantics for the well-founded semantics, 
due to Przymusinski [23] and Ross [25], extend the notion of SLS-resolution to 
include nonstratified normal logic programs as well. This extended form of SLS- 
resolution, named global SLS-resolution by Ross, relies on the notion of a 
positivistic and negatively parallel computation rule (terminology of Ross [25]); the 
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computation rule must first select all positive literals one by one, and thereafter all 
negative literals simultaneously) 
We see two main drawbacks in these approaches. First, because of the close 
relationship between SLS-resolution and SLD-resolution, these frameworks have 
no mechanisms to detect (positive or negative) loops. So, the frameworks are 
essentially noneffective for the class of programs in which looping recursion occurs. 
Second, the restriction to positivistic computation rules is obviously a severe 
one. In particular, it excludes the use of negation by failure as a kind of 
"if-then-else guard" to avoid or-branching in the program. For instance, consider 
the following program (intended to be used under the leftmost computation rule): 
q(x) ~p(x) , r (x )  
q(x) ~ ~p(x) , s (x )  
For each ground instance of p(x) and ~p(x), only one of the literals can be true. 
Hence, for ground calls to q(x), these two clauses can be read together as "if p(x) 
is true, then find answers for r(x), else find answers for s(x)." However, if the 
computation rule is positivistic, this effect is lost; both r(x) and s(x) will be 
computed before ~ p(x) is considered. 
Tabulated resolution offers a way to avoid the problems above without losing 
the goal-directed character of the method. 
For positive programs, the technique handles looping recursion in a robust way, 
(see, e.g., Pereira and D. H. D. Warren [21], Tamaki and Sato [27], Vieille [29], and 
Ramakrishnan [24]). In particular, the technique guarantees termination for pro- 
grams without function symbols. 
In this paper we suggest a procedural semantics for tabulation of negative 
literals as well (a similar idea is put forward in SLG-resolution, due to Chen and 
D. S. Warren [9]). Thereby, the finiteness of the method can be maintained for 
functor-free normal ogic programs, without introducing any auxiliary loop-check- 
ing device. 2 Moreover, the approach paves the way for the use of so-called 
constructive negation, although this method is not dealt with in this paper. 
Bol and Degerstedt [5] have previously identified a framework for tabulated 
resolution of positive programs, the search forest, on a suitable level of abstraction. 
The framework is based on notions from partial deduction, and its main advantage 
is a clear separation of the search space from search strategies. 
In this paper we extend the search forest framework to normal programs w.r.t. 
the well-founded semantics. The main merit of the suggested method, besides its 
separation of the search space from search strategies, is perhaps its uniform way of 
dealing with both positive and negative recursion. 
In the search forest, negative literals are dealt with in a way similar to, for 
example, that of the fixed point characterizations of the well-founded model due to 
Bonnier et al. [6] and Bidoit and Froidevaux [3]; to prove that an atom is false we 
prove that it is neither true nor undefined. To this end, a negative literal must 
sometimes be assumed to be undefined at a preliminary stage of computation to 
obtain a first approximate answer, before its final truth value (true or false) can be 
established. 
1In subsequent work by Przymusinska et al. [22], this idea is hidden behind a mechanism that skips 
negative literals, the truth value of which cannot be determined at the current stage of the computation. 
However, since the method initially regards all negative literals as being undefined, all negative literals 
are initially skipped. Hence, again, this amounts to a positivistic rule. 
2Suggested by, for example, Chen and D. S. Warren [8] and Pereira et al. [20]. 
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Two versions of the search forest are introduced, called the search forest with 
static u-assumption and dynamic u-assumption, respectively. The main difference 
between the two variants lies in their different use of approximate answers. The 
static case, where so-called u-assumptions are made blindly, has much in common 
with the use of a positivistic omputation rule in SLS-resolution. For the dynamic 
case the strategy is improved, so that u-assumptions can sometimes be avoided, and 
thereby also the "positivistic flavor" of the computation. In particular, the latter 
variant of the search forest avoids u-assumptions for locally stratified programs. 
We consider the dynamic u-assumption strategy to be the most notable contribu- 
tion of this paper, as it is not present in SLG-resolution. However, to simplify the 
presentation, we also present he search forest with static u-assumption. 
Furthermore, as discussed by Bol and Degerstedt for positive programs, tabula- 
tion requires the use of atom resolution (i.e., unit resolution where the side clause 
is an atom). That is, the computation rule must be "local." In some situations, the 
locality of a computation rule conflicts with its safeness. To solve this conflict our 
framework also includes a step based on non-atom resolution, called extension by 
floundering, where the side clause of the step has nonground negative literals in the 
body. 
In this paper we consider the search forest primarily as a search space. However, 
extending the discussion on search strategies for positive programs in Bol and 
Degerstedt [5] is fairly straightforward. A more self-contained presentation of these 
issues can be found in Degerstedt [13]. 
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we recall a suitable fixed point 
characterization of the well-founded model, introduce basic notions from partial 
deduction, and summarize how the search forest is defined for positive programs. 
Section 3 discusses the search forest for normal programs with static u-assumption. 
Section 4 gives a simplified version of the main result: the soundness and complete- 
ness of the method in the absence of floundering. The result is illustrated by a 
number of examples. The reader can also consult these examples to get a better 
understanding of Section 3. The proof of the full result is deferred to the 
Appendix. Section 5 contains basic results concerning well-definedness and finite- 
ness of the method. In Section 6 the search forest with dynamic u-assumption is
introduced, reusing most of the definitions in the sections for the static variant. 
Section 7 shows how the search forest can be applied to an example from the 
domain of automata. Finally, in Section 8 we compare our framework with some 
related approaches, in particular that of SLG-resolution, due to Chen and D. S. 
Warren [9]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
The syntactic onventions used in this paper follow roughly the standard notions of 
Apt [2] and Lloyd [18]. 
2.1. The Well-Founded Semantics 
A partial (or three-valued) H(erbrand)-interpretation s conveniently represented as 
a set of ground literals. A partial H-interpretation J is total if {~lac-.Y or 
~ ol ~ J}  = B e and consistent if {c~[c~ J  and ~ c~ ~J}  = 0.  
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For the soundness and completeness results we use (a slightly modified version 
of) an existing fixed point characterization of the well-founded model due to 
Przymusinski [23]. g(P) denotes the set of ground instances of clauses in P. 
Definition 2.1 (The operators Tj and Uj). Let =/1 be an H-interpretation and P a 
normal ogic program. Then the operators Tj~ and Uj~ are defined as follows for 
any H-interpretation =72: 
• a ~ T~,(J 2) if there is a clause a ~ l 1 . . . . .  l~ in g(P) such that, for all i < n, 
either l i E~ or l i is positive and l i +J2. 
• ~ a + Uj~(~ 2) if for every clause a + l 1 . . . .  , I n in g(P) there is an i < n such 
that, either ~ l  i+ j l  or l i is positive and ~ l  i~.¢2. (By ~~a we here 
understand the atom a.) 
In particular, a literal l i that fulfills the requirement in the definition of U 1 is 
called a witness of unusability [28]. We have the following result, due to Przymusin- 
ski [231. 
Theorem 2.1. The transfinite sequence {TJ n} is monotonically increasing and the 
transfinite sequence {U s ~} is monotonically decreasing. 
That is, the operators Tj  and Uj have well-defined least and greatest fixed 
points, respectively, which can be reached by their upward and downward ordinal 
powers, respectively. We characterize the well-founded model by successive approx- 
imations in terms of these fixed points as follows: 
/o  = O 
J '  = LFP(T / )  Uo/i 
,~i+1 = GFP(U¢,) U~ 7' 
°TJ = U °7i '  if j is a limit ordinal. 
i<j 
The operators Tj  and Uj are here used in an alternating sequence, whereas they 
were applied in parallel in Przymusinski's original characterization. However, the 
sequence j0 ,y l , . . ,  still converges at the same limit as the original formulation, 
because of its inflationary construction. 
Theorem Z2 (Przymusinski [23]). Let P be a normal logic program. There exists an 
ordinal i such that j i  =f i+ 1 ~ WiVe, the well-founded model of P. 
To see how this works for a concrete case, consider the following example 
(attributed to Van Gelder [25]). 
Example 2.1. Suppose we have the following program P: 
win(x) ~ move( x, y), - win(y) 
move(a,b) *-- move(b,a) 
move( b,c) ~ move( c,d) 
move(d, e) 
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The first clause of  this program models any game between two players that is lost 
by a player who has no move. The successive approximation of the well-founded 
model looks as follows (we write m for move and w win): 
j o  = Q 
)7 ~ = {m(a ,b) , rn (b ,a ) ,m(b ,c ) ,m(c ,d ) ,m(d ,e ) ,  ~ w(e)} 
=/1 u (w(d), - w(c)} 
=f  u (w(b), ~ w(a)} 
~z-4 =jU3. 
Thus the atoms win(b) and win(d) are true for this program, whereas win(a), 
win(c), and win(e) are false. The well-founded model is total. However, if we 
remove the atom move(d, e), then the situation changes; now the atom win(c) is 
true and win(d) false, but win(a) and win(b) are both undefined. 
2. 2. Query Answering as Partial Deduction 
Partial deduction is the synthesis of a residual ogic program P'  from a given initial 
program P and an atomic query Q (or a set of queries Q).3 We will here view 
query answering as an instance of this idea. In this case the produced residual 
program consists of the correct answers of Q (or Q). That is, the partial deduction 
is total. 
Following the terminology of Lloyd and Shepherdson [19], the clauses in the 
residual programs are referred to as resultants to distinguish them from program 
clauses. However, we will generalize this notion slightly. 
Since the operational characterization of the set of false atoms is not so 
constructive, we initially focus on the complement of this set instead. That is, rather 
than dealing with false atoms directly, we prefer to characterize the atoms that are 
not false, i.e., the atoms that are true or undefined. Subsequently, if an atom a is 
concluded to be neither true nor undefined according to the procedural semantics, 
then we have also shown that o~ must be false. 4 
To this end, the language is extended by a constant u that has the predefined 
truth value UNDEF INED.  When the constant u is used, a clause c can be of the 
form a ~ u, L. Thus, the clause c expresses the proposit ion that if L is ,'rue or 
undefined then ~ is true or undefined. In particular, ~ ~ u means that a is true or 
undefined, i.e., ~ is not false. 
However, since the constant u is not to be selected by the computat ion rule, it 
will not be used explicitly in the procedural semantics. Instead we make use of a 
non-standard connective, denoted by ~ ,, in addition to ordinary resultants using 
the ordinary (three-valued) implication ~.  
Definition 2.2 (Resultant). A formula of the form c~ ~ ~L is called a u-resultant 
(and its semantics is assumed to be the same as that of c~ ~ u, L). A formula of 
the form o~ ~ L is called a t-resultant. 
3See, for example, the work by Komorowski [16, 17]. 
4This is similar to some of the existing fixed point characterizations of the well-founded model, for 
example, that of Bonnier et al. [6] and that of Bidoit and Froidevaux [3]. 
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The u-resultants and t-resultants are together eferred to as resultants. We 
sometimes write a ~-(,)L to be able to address both the resultant a ~ L and 
a ~,  L at the same time. Moreover, a resultant (u-resultant, -resultant) with an 
empty body is called an answer (u-answer, t-answer). 
Henceforth we assume that the computation rules apply to both t-resultants and 
u-resultants. The resolution step looks as follows. 
Definition 2.3 (Resolution). Let R 1 be a t-resultant of the form OL 1 ~ l I . . . . .  l n and 
9t a computation rule. Assume that ~)](R 1) =l i is a positive literal, R E a 
t-resultant of the form a <- L and tr a renaming of variables in R 2 such that 
VAR(R 1) f )VAR(R2t r )= 0 .  If  0 is an mgu of l i and ottr, then the resultant 
R 3 of the form 
(O~ 1 <-'-I 1 . . . .  , l i _ l , L t r , l i+  1 . . . . .  l~)O 
is obtained by resolution of R 1 using R 2 (via ~).  Moreover, if R 2 is a t-answer, 
then R 3 is said to be obtained by atom resolution. The resultant R 1 is the center 
resultant and R 2 the side resultant of the step. If  R1 and/or  R 2 are u-resultants 
instead of t-resultants, then the same definitions apply; the resultant obtained by 
resolution is a u-resultant in these cases. 
Example 2.2. Let R be a resultant of the form p(b ,x )~ r(b,y),s(y,x) and 
r(b,a) ~u a u-answer. Then p(b ,x )~us(a ,x )  is obtained by atom resolution 
from R, using r(b, a) ,--- u via the leftmost computation rule. 
Partial deduction uses two kinds of steps to derive resultants: specialization and 
unfolding. For instance, given a query q(a), the clause q(x)~-p(x), r(x) can be 
specialized into the resultant q(a)~p(a),r(a).  Furthermore, given a resultant 
p(x) ~ t(x), the resultant q(a) *-p(a), r(a) can be unfolded into q(a) ~ t(a), r(a) 
by using resolution (via the leftmost computation rule). 
For query answering, the notions of specialization and unfolding correspond to 
clause invocation and answer eturn, respectively. 
In general, the clause invocation step may select (instances of) any subset of 
clauses from the program. However, since tabulated resolution is a goal-directed 
method, we expect that the clause invocation mechanism only selects instances of 
program clauses that are relevant o the query. The subset of clauses relevant for a 
particular literal l is formalized using the following notion of l-instantiation. 
Definition 2.4 (l-Instantiation). Let P be a normal logic program and l a literal of 
the form a 0 or ~ ot 0. Let ot 1 ~ l I . . . . .  l n be a variant of a clause c ~P  such that 
VAR(c) n VAR(a  0) = O. If  0 is a most general unifier of a 1 and a 0, then we 
call the clause (a 1 ~ ll,...,ln)O an l-instantiation ofc. By Pll we denote a set 
that contains one l-instantiation of c for each clause c ~ P that has l-instantia- 
tions. 
Note that PII is unique up to renaming of variables. 
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Example 2.3. Let P be a program of the form 
p(x ,a)  ~-q(x) 
p (b ,x )  ~r (x )  
p(c ,c )  ,--. 
Then PI ~ p(b, a) = PI p(b, a) = {p(b, a) ,--- q(b), p(b, a) ~ r(a)}. 
We also call a positive (negative) literal that is the query or is selected at some 
resultant a positive (negative) caller, to emphasize the active role of such a literal 
in the clause invocation step. 
Definition 2.5 (Forest). A forest is a set of trees; the nodes of these trees are 
labeled by (u-)resultants. 
2.3. Tabulated Resolution for Positive Programs 
For positive programs, tabulated resolution is a saturation process consisting of two 
kinds of extension steps, extension by clause and extension by answer, corresponding 
directly to the notion of clause invocation and answer return. 
As discussed by Bol and Degerstedt [5], this view of tabulated resolution leads to 
the use of a set of resultants ordered as a forest, the search forest, when capturing 
the search space of the method. The need for a forest structure, instead of simply a 
tree, comes from the restriction to atom resolution in the answer return step. As 
showed by Bol and Degerstedt, this requirement is necessary to obtain a unique 
structure modeling the search space. 
Each tree in the search forest for a positive logic program P and atomic query 
Q has an instantiated program clause as its root. Intuitively, such a tree represents 
the computations of all answers for a given caller that use that particular clause in 
their first step. Thus, if an atom ~ is selected at a resultant in the forest, then for 
each instantiated clause R ~ PI o~, we try to find a tree in the forest that has R as 
its root. If such a tree is not yet present, we add it; initially the tree consists of just 
this root. 
An answer that occurs in a tree where the root is an a-instantiation of a 
program clause is called an answer for o~. We solve the problem of connecting a
selected atom a of a resultant R to "its" answers by using only answers for o~ 
when resolving R. 
Nodes in the forest are often identified with their labels to simplify the 
presentation, and resultants are normally only distinguished up to renaming of 
variables. Moreover, we say that the forest F~ is a subforest of F 2 (notation 
F 1 E_ F2) if we can obtain F 1 (modulo the renaming of variables within resultants) 
by removing zero or more nodes (and all of their descendents) from F 2. 
Definition 2.6 (The search forest). Let P be a positive logic program, Q an atomic 
energy, and ~ a computation rule. The search forest Fe(Q) of P and Q (via ,~) 
is the E_-smallest forest 5 F such that 
51t is well defined and unique up to renaming of variables (see Bol and Degerstedt [5]). 
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(Extension by clause) If a = Q, or a = ~(R1)  for some node R 1 in F, and 
R2 ~ P la ,  then F contains a tree with a root labeled by a variant of R 2. 
(Extension by answer) If R is a node in F with ,gt(R)= a, and there is an 
answer aO ~ for a in F, then R has a child obtained by atom resolution of 
R using aO ~.  
Moreover, the notion of a computed answer in the search forest is defined as 
follows. 
Definition 2. 7 (Computed answer). Let P be a positive logic program and Q an 
atomic query. Any answer for Q in Fe(Q) is called a computed answer for Q. 
Example 2.4. Consider the following program P: 
tc(x, y) ~ g(x, y) 
tc(x,y) ~tc (x ,z ) ,g (z ,y )  
g(a,b) ~ g(b,c) *-- g(c,a) ~ g(d,a) 
The predicate tc defines the transitive closure of the graph g and is expected to be 
queried with the first argument ground. The search forest of P and the query 
tc(a, x) via the leftmost computation rule are shown in Figure 1. (Note that the 
numbers in the figure are not formally a part of the forest; they serve only as a 
reference.) 
Nodes 1 and 2 are in Fp(tc(a, x)) because of extension by clause (EC) using 
clauses from PItc(a, x). The atom g(a,y) is selected at node 1, so node 3 is in 
Fp(p(x)) because of EC using the clause from Pig(a, y). Since node 3 is labeled 
with an answer, we get node 4 by extension by answer (EA). At node 2, tc(a, z) is 
selected, thus giving node 5, due to EA using the answer at node 4. Since g(b, y) is 
selected at node 5, we obtain node 6 through EC, which in turn gives us node 7 
because of EA. Similarly, node 8 is obtained by EA using the answer at node 7, 
node 9 by EC due to that g(c, y) is selected at node 8, and node 10 by EA using 
the answer at node 9; node 11 is obtained by EA using the answer at node 10 and 
node 12 using the answer at node 3 again. Hence, the computed answers for 
tc(a, x) are tc(a, a) ~ ,  tc(a, b) ~ and tc(a, c) ~ .  
4 : tc(a,b)6-  
2: t~(a, y)~-tc(a, z),9(~, y) 
5: tc(a,y)~--g(b, y) 8: tc(a,y)+-g(c,y) 11: tc(a,y)~--g(a, y)
I 
7: t~(~, e)~ lo: tc(~,~)~ 12: t~(~,b)~ 
s:  g(., b).- 6: g(b, c)~- 
FIGURE 1. The search forest of P and to(a, x). 
9: g(c,a)¢--- 
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Note that we can in general construct he nodes of the search forest (using 
extension by clause and extension by answer as "operations") in more than one 
order, but the final forest is always the same. Thus there exists a unique search 
forest given a positive logic program and a query. Hence, given the search forest it 
is possible to distinguish between different tabulation mechanisms as different 
forms of search strategies. 6 For instance, the numbering of the nodes in Example 
2.4 suggests one possible search strategy for that forest. 
Moreover, it should be noted that the trees in the search forest are always of 
finite depth for positive programs. The search forest becomes infinite because of 
either infinite branching (when there are infinitely many answers in the forest) 
and/or  an infinite number of trees (when there are infinitely many different 
callers). As a consequence, the search forest is always finite for positive programs 
without function symbols because of the finite Herbrand base. 
Finally, we have the following completeness result. 
Theorem 2.3 (Bol and Degerstedt [5]). Let P be a positive logic program, Q an 
atomic query, and ~ a computation rule. For each substitution or: 
P ~ Q ¢r iff the search forest F e (Q) via !~ contains a computed 
answer Q 0 *-- such that Q ~r is an instance of Q O. 
3. THE SEARCH FOREST FOR NORMAL PROGRAMS 
3.1. Outline 
For normal programs we construct forests in a way similar to that for the positive 
case. However, we need a richer set of extensions to cope with negative callers and 
loops through negation. 
In the following, we distinguish positive and negative extensions, based on the 
character of their premises. A positive extension refers only to the program and to 
a few resultants in the forest. Thus, it is local. In contrast, a negative extension 
refers to a complete forest. Typically, it concludes from the absence of solutions in 
this forest that a negative literal can be removed. Because of this nonmonotonicity, 
the negative xtension refers to a previous forest in a sequence: the search forest is 
defined as the limit of this sequence. 
The extensions by clause and by answer, defined for positive programs in 
Definition 2.6, are positive extensions. They occur as well for normal programs, 
with the addition that extension by clause is also applied for selected ground 
negative literals. 
As the well-founded model is three-valued, there will also occur answers that 
claim that an atom is undefined (u-answers). These give rise to extension by 
u-answer, which is similar to extension by answer, except hat the undefinedness is 
propagated. The problem of floundering, which we discuss in detail later, requires, 
similarly, extension by floundering, in which the floundering literals are propagated. 
These extensions are both positive. 
~'The basic notions of breadth-first and depth-first earch were identified within a formal search 
strategy framework in the previous work of Bol and Degerstedt [5]. 
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An obvious negative xtension is extension by negation as failure. This extension 
removes a negative literal ~ a when the previous forest proves that the atom a is 
failed. 
Finally, we need one more extension to deal with loops through negation. This 
extension is called extension by u-assumption. For instance, consider the following 
program: 
q~ ~p, r  
p~ ~q. 
By selecting the negative literals ~ p and ~ q, we enter a loop through negation. 
This loop can be broken by selecting r, which is false, so that q is false and thus p 
is true. But how can we select r when we have selected ~p?  The trick is that we 
assume temporarily that ~p is undefined, giving the first clause a child q ~ ur. 
Now r can (must) be selected, with the desired result. 
We have some freedom in deciding the conditions under which an extension by 
u-assumption is allowed. In the rest of this section, we always allow it. We call this 
static u-assumption, which is thus a positive extension. However, as we said in the 
Introduction, making these u-assumptions blindly has the same disadvantages a  
the positivistic omputation rule of SLS-resolution. It is better to restrict extension 
by u-assumption to the cases for which it is really needed. Deciding this requires us 
to look at a complete forest: we must convince ourselves that there is no other way 
out. In this case it becomes a negative extension. This dynamic u-assumption 
strategy is studied in Section 6. The dynamic u-assumption strategy is the most 
notable contribution of this paper, as it is not present in SLG-resolution. However, 
to simplify the presentation, we present he search forest with static u-assumption 
first. 
Throughout he paper, we assume that a normal logic program P, an atomic 
query Q, and a computation rule 9] are fixed. Moreover, we normally require that 
the computation rule 9] is safe (terminology of Clark [10]). That is, 9] selects a 
positive or ground negative literal from the body of a resultant; whenever such a 
literal is available. In particular, we let 9] k denote the lefimost safe computation 
rule, i.e., the computation rule that always selects the leftmost "safe" literal; if no 
such literal is available, then it selects the leftmost literal. A normal logic program 
that never causes a nonground negative literal to be selected under a safe 
computation rule is called nonfloundering. 7 
3.2. Positive Extensions 
The following definition characterizes the literals that allow extension by clause. 
Definition 3.1 (Active literal). A literal l is called active in a forest F if either 
l = Q or l = 9](R) for some node R in F. Moreover, l must be ground if l is a 
negative literal. 
The notion of an answer for an atom is extended for normal logic programs. In 
particular, we will treat resultants with only nonground negative body literals as 
potential answers (this term was coined by Bol [4]), since negative literals are only 
resolved by our method when they are ground. 
7This property will, of course, be undecidable. 
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Definition 3.2 ((Potential) Answers). Let F be a forest and ~ an atom. A potential 
answer (node) in F is a leaf in F of the form a ~ L or ~ ~ ,L ,  where L is a 
(possibly empty) sequence of nonground negative literals. If the sequence. L is 
nonempty, then the node is also called a flounder leaf. 
A resultant R of the form or0 ~- ~u)L is a potential t- (or u-)answer (node) for 
in F, if there exists a tree T in F where the root of T is labeled with an 
oMnstantiation of a clause in P and T contains a potential answer (node) of the 
atom s0*-- ~,)L. If the sequence L is empty, then the t-answer (u-answer) R is 
also called a t-answer (u-answer) for a. The (potential) t-answers and u-answers 
for an atom are jointly referred to as the (potential) answers for that atom. 
Extension by answer, by u-answer, and by floundering can all be seen as 
instances of one idea: extension by potential answer. Formally, the positit;e exten- 
sions are defined as follows. 
Definition 3.3 (Positive extensions). Let F be a forest. F is closed under 
• extension by clause, if 
whenever l is active in F and R ~ Pll, then F contains a tree with a root 
labeled by R. 
• extension by answer, if 
whenever R is a node in F with ~tt(R) = a, and there is a t-answer s0 ~ for 
a in F, then R has a child obtained by atom resolution of R using s0 ~.  
• extension by u-answer, if 
whenever R is a node in F with 3t(R) = a, and there is a u-answer o~0 * - ,  
for a in F, then R has a child obtained by an atom resolution of R using 
Or0 <--- u. 
• extension by floundering, if 
whenever R is a node in F with ~(R)= a, and sO ,---~,)L is a potential 
answer for at in F that is also a flounder leaf, then R has a child obtained by 
resolution of R using at0 ~ ~u)L. 
• extension by u-assumption (static version), if 
whenever R is a node in F and ~(R)  = ~ a is ground, then R has a child 
labeled by the u-resultant that is obtained by removing .gt(R) from R (thus 
this child contains the connective ,--- ,). 
We conclude this section with two examples. 
Example 3.1. Consider the following variant of the program in Example 2.1: 
win(x) ~ move( x, y ) , ~ win(y) 
move( a,b) ~ move( b,a) *- move( b,c)  ~ move( c ,d)  ~ . 
Figure 2 depicts the forest for the query win(b) via 9~L, when repeatedly applying 
all possible positive extensions. Let us call this forest F 1, for future reference. 
Notice that the numbers in the figure are not formally part of the forest. However, 
they suggest one possible way of constructing the forest. The nodes 1,2,3, 
8,9,10, 11,16 are obtained through extension by clause; nodes 4,5, 12,13 through 
extension by answer; nodes 6,7, 14,15 through extension by u-assumption. (This 
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1: w(b)~.--rn(b,y),~w(y) 8: w(a).c.-rn(a,y),~w(y) 2: m(b,a)+- 
4: w(b)~~w(.) 5: w(bI~-~w(c) 13: w(.)~~,o(bl S: .n(b,c)~- 
I I f 
6: w(b)~-~ 7: w(b)~u 15: w(~)~-u 10: m(a,b)~ 
9: w(c)~--m(c,y),~w(y) 18: w(d)4--m(d,y),~w(y) 11: m(c,d)~ 
f 
12: w(cl~ ~w(dl 
I 
14 : w(e)t-u 
F IGURE 2. Forest F 1 closed under positive extensions. 
particular example does not make use of either extension by u-answer or extension 
by floundering.) 
Note that the blind use of extension by u-assumption is similar to the positivistic 
computation rule used by Przymusinski [23] and Ross [25]; it removes a ground 
negative literal as soon as that literal is active; thus in the end a positive literal is 
active in any branch where positive literals occur. 
The second example shows how extension by floundering solves the conflict 
between, on the one hand, the "locality" of the computation rule in the search 
forest and, on the other hand, the requirement that computation rules should be 
safe--namely, the "unfolding" obtained by the use of non-atom resolution in- 
creases the possibility that the negative literals will become ground at some point. 
Example 3.2. Consider the following program: 
q(x) 
p(x) ,- ~s(x) 
r(a) ,,-. 
Suppose we use 9i L for the query q(x). If only atom resolution were used, then the 
computation would become stuck on the potential answer p(x) ~ ~ s(x) for the 
caller p(x). However, by using extension by floundering, the resultant q(x) 
p(x),r(x) can be resolved into q(x)*--~s(x),r(x). Now, since ~L selects the 
leftmost safe literal, the atom r(x) is selected. Thus the resultant q(a) ,--- ~ s(a) is 
produced by using r(a) ~ .  In other words, the nonground literal ~ s(x) has been 
reduced to the ground literal ~ s(a), which can be treated by our method. So, for 
the query q(x) completeness is not lost in this case. However, it should be noted 
that the forest will still be incomplete for a caller that produces a flounder leaf. For 
instance, the computation for p(x) will produce the flounder leaf p(x) ~ ~ s(x). 
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3.3. Negative Extensions 
In the first version of the search forest we have only one negative extension: 
extension by negation as failure. The extension by negation as failure is a negative 
answer return in which a negative caller ~ a is "definitely" resolved by the fact 
that "u  is failed (proven false)" in the forest. According to the partial deduction 
framework we show the failure of an atom indirectly, by exhausting the possibility 
for ~ to be "true or undefined." The extension by u-assumption, although of vital 
importance for completeness, complicates this detection. 
Similar to the fixed-point characterization of the well-founded model presented 
in Section 2, it is the knowledge of false atoms that increases during search in the 
search forest. In other words, the generation of "true or undefined" consequences 
of the program is monotonically decreasing. Thus the use of u-assumptions will 
sometimes produce unsound u-resultants in the forest: u-resultants that are not 
true w.r.t, the well-founded semantics. These resultants are needed only at a 
preliminary stage of the computation but should later be disregarded. Since we feel 
that it is conceptually wrong to remo~'e items from a search space, we prefer to 
label them as "unsound" instead. 
Formally, we therefore introduce the following notion of the unsound set of a 
forest to characterize the set of all such unsound nodes. 
Definition 3.4 (Unsound set). Let F be a forest closed under the positive exten- 
sions. The unsound set 111. of F is the least set of nodes of F such that for every 
node R 1 of Fs: 
• If ~II(R I )=~a, the  atom o~ is ground and ~ is at-answer for o in F, 
then the child of R~ (obtained by extension by u-assumption) is contained 
in I1 F . 
• If ~t(R~) = oe and all potenti/d answer nodes in F that are labeled with an 
answer R 2 for a are contained in 11 F, then the child of R~ obtained by 
extension by u-answer or floundering using R 2 is contained in [~t:. 
• If the parent of R 1 is contained in [~F, then R~ is contained in ~.  
Note that the unsound set is increasing, i.e., if F 1 ___ F 2 then l i t ,  c_ [1 , .  
So, in terms of the unsound set, being a ]'ailed atom a in a forest F means that 
there are no potential answer nodes for a in F outside [~F, i.e., there are no 
sound potential answers for o~ in F. 
Example 3.3. Given the program, query, and forest F 1 in Example 3.1, a second 
forest F 2 can be obtained by the positive extensions together with the negative 
extension w.r.t. F ~. The forest F 2 is depicted in Figure 3. (In the figure the 
horizontal ine marks the end of the forest F~.) 
Node 17 is added through extension by negation as failure (since win(d) is failed 
in F1). In F 2 node 7 is unsound, i.e., node 7 is contained in ~t.~ (because 
win(c) ~ is an answer in F2). However, no new negative extension is possible; 
~It is important that the set ~1~ contains nodes and not merely resultants, since resultants can, at 
the same time, label nodes that are in fl t and nodes that are not. 
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1 : w(b)¢-- m(b, y), ~w(y) 
4: w(b)~---~w(a) 5: w(b)~--~w(c) 
I I 
8: ~(a)~m(a,u),~w(y) 2: m(b,a)~- 
I 
13: w(a)~-~,~(b) 3: m(b,c/~ 
I 
9: w(e)+--m(c,y),~w(y) 16: w(d)+--m(d,y),~w(y) 11: m(e,d)+-- 
I 
12: w(c)~~w(a) 
14 : w ( c ) ~ ~  
17 : w(e)t-- 
FIGURE 3. Forest F 2 closed under positive extensions and closed under negative xten- 
sions w.r.t. F 1. 
hence F 2 is the complete search forest. The computed result for win(b) is 
interpreted as undefined, since there is no answer for win(b) in the search forest, 
but there is a u-answer (at node 6) that is not in O F. 
Formally, we define what is meant by a successful and failed atom as follows. 
Definition 3.5 (Successful and failed atoms). Let F be a forest closed under the 
positive extensions and (~)a  an active literal in F. 
• a is successful (in F)  if there is a t-answer for a in F. 
• ce is failed (in F)  if all potential answer nodes in F that are labeled with 
potential answers for a are contained in 12 F. 
Furthermore, we define the negative xtension, extension by negation as failure, in 
the following way. 
Definition 3.6 (Negative extensions). Let F and F '  be two forests such that F '  is 
closed under the positive extensions and F extends F'.  F is closed w.r.t. F '  
under 
extension by negation as failure, if 
whenever R is a node in F, ~(R)  = ~ a is ground, and o~ is failed in F',  
then R has a child in F labeled by the goal obtained by removing 91(R) 
from R. 
Note that the difference between extension by negation as failure and extension 
by u-assumption is only observable if the mother resultant in the step is a 
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t-resultant; in this case extension by u-assumption produces a u-resultant, but 
extension by negation as failure produces a t-resultant. 9 
3.4. The Search Forest (with Static u-Assumption) 
The search forest is defined as the limit of a (possibly transfinite) sequence 
FL, F 2 .... of forests, such that each forest F ~ is closed under the positive 
extensions and closed under the negative extensions with respect to the pre~,ious 
forest (F ~ is constructed by positive extensions only). We take care that each forest 
extends its predecessors and that an atom that is successful (failed) in one forest 
remains successful (failed) in the rest of the sequence. 
Definition 3.7 (The search forest). Let P be a normal logic program, Q an atomic 
query, and .~ll a safe computation rule. 
• The forest Fe~(Q) is the c--smallest forest that is closed under the positive 
extensions. 
• The forest F], + ~(Q) is the E -smallest forest that is closed under the positive 
extensions and closed under the negative extensions w.r.t. F/,(Q), for any 
ordinal i. 1~ 
• Let j be a limit ordinal and let S = {F/,(Q) li <j}. The forest F/,(Q) is the 
least uppe r bound of S w.r.t. _ .  
• The search forest Fp(Q) of P and Q (via !)l) is the forest F/.(Q) ~f the 
smallest rank i such that F]~(Q)= F/,-~(Q). 
We sometimes refer to this variant of the search forest as the search forest with 
static u-assumption to distinguish it from the variant that is defined in Section 6 
below. The term "static" is chosen since the blind u-assumption strategy does not 
really depend on what the search forest looks like, i.e., the strategy does not 
depend on (dynamic) properties of the program. 
Note that if there are no flounder leaves in the forest, then the depth of each 
tree in the search forest is no greater than the number of body literals at the root 
of the tree (similar to the positive case). 
4. ANSWERS IN NONFLOUNDERING FORESTS 
Ideally, the search forest Fp(Q) for a ground atom Q would give one of the 
outcomes "successful", "undefined," or "failed," meaning that Q is true, unde- 
fined, or false, respectively (in the well-founded model of the program P). For a 
nonground atom Q, the search forest may give several computed answers. 
Definition 4.1 (Computed answers). Let P be a normal logic program, Q an atomic 
query, and 3t a safe computation rule. A t-answer Q0~- for Q is called a 
computed t-answer for Q in Fe(Q). If there is a potential answer node in Fe(Q) 
that is not in the unsound set of Fp(Q) and labeled with a u-answer Q0 , -  ~, for 
VExample 4.3 shows what he situation looks like for a concrete case. 
"~This forest is well defined and unique up to renaming of variables, according to Theorem 5.2. 
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Q, then Q0 is a computed u-answer for Q in Fp(Q). The computed t-answers 
and u-answers for Q are jointly referred to as the computed answers for Q in 
Fp(Q). 
In the absence of floundering, we have a clean soundness and completeness 
result. 
Corollary 4.1 (Soundness and completeness). Let P be a normal ogic program and Q 
an atomic query. Suppose that Fp(Q) does not contain flounder leaves. Then Fp(Q) 
contains 
(1) computed t-answers uch that the set of ground instances of these answers equals 
the set of instances of Q that are true in WFp, 
(2) computed (t- and u-) answers such that the set of ground instances of these 
answers equals the set of instances of Q that are not false in WF e. 
PROOF. By Theorem A.1, Theorem A.3, and Theorem A.2. [] 
The "proof" refers to the more general soundness and completeness theorems 
in the Appendix. In particular, the completeness result there involves "most 
general" answers, and the soundness result takes floundering into account. 
The rest of this section is devoted to a number of examples that illustrate how 
answers are obtained in several simple cases. 
4.1. Undefinedness due to Finite Loops through Negation 
Undefined answers are always directly or indirectly a result of (finite or infinite) 
loops through negation. We provide two examples of how programs with finite 
loops are handled through u-assumption. The first program contains a loop in 
which both positive and negative literals occur. In this case the extension by 
u-answer is needed as well. 
Example 4.1. Consider the following program: 
q~p 
p( -  ~q.  
Figure 4 shows the search forest for the query q. Node 3 is obtained by extension 
by u-assumption, ode 4 by extension by u-answer. Since O F is empty and there 
are no computed answers for p or q, both q and p are undefined. 
Our second example shows how multiple u-assumptions are needed when 
several negative literals occur in the loop. 
Example 4.2. Let P be the following program with a negative loop of even parity: 
q(--- ~p 
p(--- ~q. 
1 : q~p 2 : p+-,.,~q 
I I 
4 : qe--~, 3 : p+-,~ 
FIGURE 4. Undefined answer in odd parity loop. 
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1 : q+--,-.,p 2 : pc - , .~q 
4 : qe--,, 3 : pe--~, 
FIGURE 5. Undefined answer in a loop with even parity. 
In Figure 5 the search forest Fp(q) is shown. This time both node 3 and node 4 are 
obtained by extension by u-assumption. Again, I]F is empty. Thus both q and p 
are undefined. 
4. 2. Failure and Success 
In the search forest with static u-assumption we get some redundancy due to the 
approximate character of the u-assumption strategy. This is illustrated by the 
following example, in which the blind application of u-assumption yields unneces- 
sary nodes for a stratified program. 
Example 4.3. Consider the following stratified program: 
q~-- ~p 
p~~r  
r~- ~s  
s~---~t.  
Figure 6 shows the search forest for the query q. Nodes 1-4 are created by 
extension by clause, nodes 5-8 by extension by u-assumption; this completes F 1. 
The atom t is trivially failed in FI; there are no potential answers for it. Thus F 2 
is obtained by adding node 9 to F 1, following the extension by negation as failure 
rule. Obviously, s is successful in F 2. Therefore r should be failed. We can indeed 
show that r is failed, because ~F: = {7}; the only potential answer node for r is in 
the unsound set. Similarly node 10 is obtained, p succeeds, l]F ~ = {5, 7}, and q fails 
in F 3. Hence q is false. 
However, outside the class of stratified programs, there are situations in which 
u-assumptions are needed also for programs with a total well-founded model. This 
is illustrated by the following example. 
1 : q+-~p 2 : p+-~r 3 : re-~s 4 : se-~l 
5: q(---. 6: ~ 7: !e-u 8: s ~  
9: s+-- 
10 : p(-- 
FIGURE 6. Stratified failure using blind u-assumptions. 
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1 : q+--- ~p  2 : p~-  mr ,  s 3 : r~-  ~t  4 : re-- ~q  
5: ~9:  q~--- 6: ~ 8: [~---u 7: tt---u 
10 :p~s 
FIGURE 7. A nonstratified two-valued program. 
Example 4.4. Suppose we have the following (two-valued) nonstratified program: 
q~ ~p 
p~ ~r ,s  
r * - t  
t~  ~q.  
In Figure 7 the search forest for the query q is shown. Note that an ordinary 
top-down method such as global SLS-resolution gives an infinite search space for 
this kind of program, if the leftmost computation rule is used. In our approach, the 
application of u-assumption results in the selection of s at node 6. In F 1, the atoms 
s and p are then failed (no potential answers). Thus node 9 is added to obtain F 2 
in which r and t are failed (I~F2 = {7,8}). Hence node 10 is added. In fact, the 
addition of node 10 is rather redundant. A simple optimization of an actual 
implementation would avoid such extensions. 
5. WELL-DEFINEDNESS AND FINITENESS 
This section contains ome basic results concerning properties of the search forest 
with static u-assumption. 
In Theorem 5.2 we show that there exists a unique forest F i at each level i in 
the definition of the search forest. Furthermore, Theorem 5.1 shows that the 
sequence of forests leading to the search forest is increasing (i.e., Fir ' -F  i+1) 
and that the notions of success and failure persist in the construction sequence. 
As a consequence, there always exists a forest F j that is the fixed point of the 
construction. 
Lemma 5.1. Let P be a normal logic program, Q an atomic query, and ~ a 
computation rule. Let F, F', and F" be forests. 
(1) I f  F and F' are both closed under a positive extension, then F M F' is also closed 
under that extension. 
(2) I f  F and F' are both closed under a negative xtension w.r.t. F", then F M F' is 
also closed under that extension w.r.t. F". 
Theorem 5.1 (Persistence). Let P be a normal logic program, Q an atomic query, and 
ol an atom. Then for all ordinals i >__ 1 and j > i: 
(1) F~(Q) E F~(Q). 
(2) I f  a is successful in F~(Q), then cr is successful in FeJ(Q). 
(3) I f  (~)~ is" active in F~(Q) and ~ is failed in F~(Q), then a is failed in F~(Q). 
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PROOF. The proof is by transfinite induction on i. Point 2 follows immediately from 
1. If j is a limit ordinal, then 1 and 3 are trivial. Let j = i ÷ 1. 
Point 1: Suppose F ~ is not a subforest of F (  Then, by Lemma 5.1, point 1, and 
the ~_-minimality of both F ~ and F/, the nodes that are in F i, but not in F j, 
cannot have been added by positive extensions only. Therefore, there must exist a 
node R in both F ~ and F ~ with ~(R)  = ~ a' ,  such that in F ~, but not in F J, R has 
a child R' added by extension by negation as failure. By the definition of F', this 
means that a '  is failed in some forest F k, k < i (i = k + 1, or i is a limit ordinal). 
Inductively by (3), a '  is then also failed in F i. This contradicts the possibility that 
R' is not in F j. Hence, F ~ ~_ F j. 
Point 3: The atom a is failed in a forest F if all potential answer nodes labeled 
with an answer for ~ are in IIF" Let R be such a potential answer node in F t  We 
must prove that R e l)r,.  We consider two cases: 
(a) 
(b) 
The potential answer R occurs in F i. Then R e ~F ~, because some ancestors 
of R are in I~F,. If a positive literal o~ 1 is selected at the top node of this 
sequence, then the answer node used to resolve ~1 is in llF', because some 
of its ancestors are in l lv'. In this way we can eventually point out a node R' 
where ~(R ' )  = ~ ~2 and R c ~r ' ,  because R' E ~F',  because c~: is success- 
ful in U.  By point 2, ol 2 is successful in F j, so R' e l)r~ , so R e IIF~. 
The potential answer R does not occur in F i. Then the addition of R is 
caused by one or more extensions by negation as failure w.r.t. FL For every 
such extension, removing literal ~ ~', a similar extension by u-assumption, 
removing ~ ~', and introducing *--,, is done in F ~. Thus F ~ contains a 
variant R' of R (possibly with the connective *--, instead of ~ ) Then 
R' e I)F, , because c~ is failed in F ~. Moreover, R' occurs in F ~ and by (a) 
R' ~ ~FJ" By the construction of R', the part of the forest that supports the 
addition of R' to the forest is also a support for the addition of R. The 
difference is that at some places where extension by u-assumption is used in 
the case of R', extension by negation as failure is used in the case of R. 
Clearly, the reason for R' being in ~FJ  will not be affected by the 
substitution of some extension by u-assumption steps for extension by 
negation as failure steps. Thus, R ~ I)F~. [] 
Theorem 5.2 (Uniqueness). Let P be a normal logic program, Q an atomic query, 
and ~ a computation rule. For all ordinals i, the forest F],(Q) t,ia ~,~ is well defined 
and unique up to renaming of  t, ariables. Moreo~er, there exists a (closure) ordinal j
such that F~(Q) -- F~ + I(Q). 
PROOF. That F~(Q) is well defined and unique for each ordinal i follows directly 
from Lemma 5.1. Moreover, according to Theorem 5.1, the sequence of F t, F 2 . . . .  
is increasing. Hence there exists an ordinal j such that F¢(Q) = Fe j+ I(Q), since the 
number of forests such that F i E F i+ 1 is limited by the size of the domain. [] 
The sequence leading to the search forest is in some cases transfinite, as shown 
by the following example. 
Example 5.1. The following example, attributed to van Gelder [25], shows that it 
may take a transfinite number of iterations to construct he search forest. 
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Here,  Fp(w(O)) = F o~+ 1. (For i > 0, " i"  abbreviates "si(0)".) 
w(x)  ~ ~ u(x )  
u(x)  ~- e(y, x), ~ w(y)  
e(1, 2) 
e(x + 1, x + 2) ~ e(x, x + 1) 
e(1, O) 
e(x + 1, O) ~- e(x, O) 
(x is well defined if it is not undefined) 
(x is undefined if some y -< x is not well defined) 
(1 -< 2) 
(2 -<3,3 -<4 . . . .  ) 
(1 -< O; it helps to think of 0 as w) 
(2 -< 0,3 -< 0 . . . .  ) 
Figure 8 shows the search forest for the query w(0). The first forest is already 
infinite; nodes containing numbers greater than 3 are not shown. Nodes 3 and 10 
have infinitely many children. The children of node 3 express that: 
u(O) ~ - w(1) V ~ w(2) V "" 
1: ~,(o)~-~.(o) 
2 : w(O)~.  
3: u(O)+-e(y,O),~w(y) 4: e(1,0)+- 
5: u(O)~-~w(1) 12: u(O)<--~w(2) 10: e(xA-l,O),~--e(x,O) 
6: u(0)~--, 13: u(0)~-u 11: e(2,0)+- 21: e(3,0)<-- 
9: u(1)+-e(y, 1), ~'w(y) 16: u(2)+-e(y, 2), ~w(y ) 24: u(3)<---e(y, 3) ~w(y) 
I 
17: e(1,2)~ 25: e(2, a)~e(1,2) 19: u(2)~-~w(1) 2r: u(3)~~w(2) 
I f 
18: e(1,2)~--e(O, 1) 26: e(2,3)+- 20: tt(2)<.-,~ 28: tt(3)~--,~ 
7: w(1)C--~u(1) 14 : w(2)~-~u(2) 
8: W(1)~u~~ 1 5 : %  
w+l :  w(1)~-- 
+ 2 : w(2)+-  
22: w(3)~-- ",'u(3) 
23 : w(3)~--. 
+ 3 w(3)+- 
~-  2 : w(O)~ 
FIGURE 8. A transfinite search forest. 
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We see that u(1) (node 9) is failed in F I. Moreover, we have nodes 
7:w(1)  ~u(1) ,  19:u(2)  ~~w(1) ,  14:w(2) ~u(2) ,  
and so forth. Thus for all i >_ 1: u(i) fails in F i and w(i) succeeds in F i+ J. Thus in 
F ~, all w(i) (i > 1) are successful; hence u(0) is failed in F °', since the leaves 
6, 13 . . . .  of the tree for u(0) are all unsound in F °'. So w(0) succeeds in F :°+ i
Finally, we extend the results on termination for positive logic programs to 
normal logic programs. 
Theorem 5.3 (Termination). Let P be a normal ogic program and Q an atomic query. 
Then a search forest Fe(Q) is finite iff F includes only a finite set of selected literals 
and a finite set of potential answers. 
PROOV. The finite set of selected callers implies that the search forest contains 
only finitely many trees (roots). ]'he finite set of potential answers implies that the 
trees in the forest are always finitely branching. Moreover, if there are only finitely 
many potential answers, then the branches must be of finite depth, since the only 
non-atom resolution step is restricted to such resultants. The result follows since 
the only-if part of the theorem is trivially true. [] 
The following corollary for functor-free programs is immediate, because of their 
finite Herbrand base. 
Corollary 5.1 (Finiteness for functor-free programs). For a nonfloundering normal 
logic program without function symbols, euery search forest is finite. 
Note that the requirement that a program is nonfloundering is necessary for 
Corollary 5.1 to hold. Since extension by floundering is based on non-atom 
resolution, it can also give an infinite forest when the alphabet is finite. For 
instance, consider the query p and the program 
p~-  
p ~p,  ~q(x) .  
In this case we first obtain the potential answer p ~ ~ q(x). This potential answer 
will be used to resolve p ~p,  ~q(x)  and thereby generate the answer p~ 
~q(y) ,  ~q(x) .  Again, the latter potential answer will generate the answer 
p ~ ~ q(z), ~ ,  q(y), ~ q(x), and so forth. Hence the forest becomes infinite. 
6. USING A DYNAMIC u-ASSUMPTION STRATEGY 
The search forest with static u-assumption can be seen as a first approximate upper 
bound on the search space that must be searched by any interpreter for well- 
founded semantics. However, the blind u-assumption strategy can easily be changed 
by the addition of a more elaborate check based on program analysis. A reasonable 
candidate is to use a u-assumption strategy based on the dependency graph of the 
program to avoid u-assumptions on stratified parts of the program. (That this 
improvement does not alter the completeness of the method follows from Theorem 
6.1 in Section 6.3.) Nevertheless, any u-assumption strategy based on static pro- 
gram properties will introduce redundant u-resultants. 
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In this section, we therefore strengthen the u-assumption strategy even further. 
The idea is to use u-assumptions only if they are really needed. That is, u-assump- 
tions should only be made after failed attempts to determine the truth value of an 
atom without u-assumptions. In this way, u-assumptions will only be made to 
"unblock" loops through negation. As a consequence, the extension by u-assump- 
tion must become a negative xtension--it becomes dynamic. 
6.1. Dynamic u-Assumptions 
The dynamic u-assumption strategy means that the extension by u-assumption gets 
the same status as extension by negation as fa i lure-- that  is, an extension that can 
only be applied relative to a forest closed under the positive extensions. 11
Apart from successful and failed atoms, we have at least two other classes of 
atoms, which we call waiting and blocked. An atom is waiting if it can still fail or 
Succeed on a higher rank without using extension by u-assumption. For instance, 
suppose al  is an atom in some forest F i that depends on the truth value of ~ o/2 
and a 2 just failed in F i. Then a I is waiting in F i, since its derivation will be 
continued in the forest U + 1. If  an atom is not successful, failed, or waiting, then it 
is blocked; the status of the atom could not be determined at the current stage of 
computation. Extension by u-assumption is applied only to resultants for which the 
selected literal is a blocked negative l i teral-- i t  "unblocks" the resultant, using a 
u-assumption so that computation can proceed. 
To be able to define the notion of a waiting atom, we need the following 
dependency relation between atoms and nodes in the forest. 
Definition 6.1 (Dependency relation). Let F be a forest, a an atom, and R a node 
in F. 
• a ~ 1 R iff R is a node in a tree in F, where the root is an a-instantiated 
clause and R ~ O F. 
• For n > 1, a ~ ~ R iff a ~ ~ R' and ,gt(R ' )~ (r n 1) R for some node R' 
in F, where 9t(R') is a positive literal. 
• ~-)  F ~ [.J n>_ l  ~-~ n F" 
The introduction of the new classifications also means that we have to redefine 
the notion of a failed atom; we must now also consider leaves in which a ground 
negative literal is selected. These leaves did not exist for the search forest with 
static u-assumption, because extension by u-assumption immediately gave them a 
child. We must check that such a leaf is not waiting for a child (unless it is in the 
unsound set). We must also, recursively, check that a node (in which a positive 
literal is selected) has all its children, i.e., that it does not depend on a leaf where a 
ground negative literal ~ a is selected and a is "waiting." Formally, the atoms arc 
classified as follows. 
nAnother option would be to add yet another level of iteration, and to apply extension by 
u-assumption only on undecided atoms in forests that are closed under the positive extensions and 
extension by negation as failure. This section shows that we do not need a third level of iteration. 
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Definition 6.2 (Classification of atoms). Let F be a forest closed under positive 
extensions ~2 and (~)a  an active literal in F. 
• a is successful in F if there is a computed t-answer for ~ in F. 
- a is failed in F if all potential answer nodes in F that are labeled with 
potential answers for a are contained in ~F and, moreover, for every 
resultant R such that a ~ F R: If R is a leaf and ,~(R) = ~ a~ is ground, 
then al is successful in F. 
• a is waiting in F if c~ is neither successful nor failed in F, and c~ • wauing(F), 
where waiting(F) is the smallest set of atoms S such that c~ ~ S iff for some 
R in F: a 1 ~ F R, ~t(R) = ~ a 2 is ground, o/2 ~ S or o/2 is failed in F, and 
R has no child obtained by extension by negation as failure. 
• Otherwise, a is blocked in F. 
The definition of waiting requires ome explanation. The set of waiting literals is 
defined recursively. The base case is provided by atoms that are failed (at the 
current rank, but we need not state that explicitly), although these atoms them- 
selves are of course not waiting. The recursive case adds those atoms that depend 
on an interesting (i.e., not unsound) resultant hat can still fail, or receive a child 
through extension by negation as failure, because its ground negative selected 
literal is waiting. (Positive selected literals are handled through the dependency 
relation; flounder leaves give rise to blocking.) 
Now we can add extension by u-assumption for blocked literals as the second 
negative xtension, together with negation as failure. 
Definition 6.3 (Negative extensions). Let F and F' be two forests such that F' is 
closed under the positive extensions and F extends F'. F is closed w.r.t. F' 
under 
• extension by negation as failure, if 
whenever R is a node in F, ,9~(R) = ~ a is ground, and a is failed in F', 
then R has a child in F labeled by the resultant obtained by removing !~(R) 
from R. 
• extension by u-assumption, if 
whenever R is a node in F, .q~(R) = ~ a is ground, and c~ is blocked in F', 
then R has a child in F labeled by the u-resultant hat is obtained by 
removing ~(R)  from R (thus this child contains the connective ~ ,,). 
According to the definition above, extension by u-assumption is applied on all 
blocked literals simultaneously. It is possible to restrict the application of extension 
by u-assumption even further, namely to one literal at a time. We choose not to do 
this, because it requires an unbloclang rule (similar to the computation rule) to 
select one of the blocked literals in the forest for extension by u-assumption. 
The search forest is obtained in the same way as defined in Section 3.4. The only 
modification is that we must require explicitly that F i ___ F i+1 (cf. Example 6.2). We 
call this version the search forest with dynamic u-assumption. 
~2 Note that extension by u-assumption is ot considered tobe a positive xtension here. 
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It is possible to extend Theorem 5.2 to the search forest with dynamic u-assump- 
tions by using essentially the same arguments as for the static case. We omit the 
proofs due to the technical character. Moreover, Theorem 5.3 still holds, since the 
search forest with dynamic u-assumption is a subforest of the search forest with 
static u-assumption. 
Next we illustrate how the change of u-assumption strategy affects the search 
forest by some examples. 
6.2. Examples  
First, observe that in Examples 4.1 and 4.2 in Section 4 nothing changes, except 
that nodes 3 and 4 now belong to F z instead of F 1. That is, for these programs the 
u-assumptions are really necessary. 
In contrast, the following example illustrates a situation in which the use of 
u-assumptions is avoided by the dynamic u-assumption strategy. 
Example 6.1. Consider the following program: 
q~p, r  
p*-- ~r ,s  
?'~---r  
s~--- ~p.  
Figure 9 shows the search forest with dynamic u-assumption for the query q via 
~c.  At node 2, ~r  is selected; r is failed in F 1. Therefore no extension by 
u-assumption is applied on node 2 and s is not yet selected. Extension by negation 
as failure applied on node 2 gives node 4; the selection of s gives rise to node 5. 
Now p ~ F 2 R =p ~ ~ r, s, in which ~ r is selected and r is failed in F, but R 
already has a child, obtained by negation as failure. Therefore p and s are blocked 
in F 2. Thus in F 3 we obtain node 6 by extension by u-assumption, and node 7 and 
node 8 by extension by u-answer. Because r is failed, node 8 has no descendants 
and q is failed in F 3. 
The following variant of Example 6.1 shows that it is necessary to explicitly 
require that the sequence of forests leading to the search forest is increasing. 
Example 6.2. Consider the following slightly modified version of the program 
in Example 6.1: 
q~p, r  
p~s,  ~r , l  
r ~--- ~r ,u  
t~ ~p 
S~- -~S.  
1 : q+- -p , r  2:  p~- -~r ,s  3 :  r~- - r  
I ' 4: p+-s 5: s+--~p I I 
8 : q+-ur 7 : P+-u 6 : s+-u 
FIGURE 9. An example of dynamic 
u-assumptions. 
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14 
q+-p , r  2 : p+-s ,~r , t  
I 
5 : p~r--u ~r, t 
8: P+-ut 1 
10 : p~-ut 
t 
q+--u r 13 : P+--u 
I 
4 : s~--u 
9 : t+--~p 
6 : r'(-- ~r~ V j,/--., 
7 : r~--u v 
I 
11 : r~v 
12 : t+--u 
FIGURE 10. F 3 r-- F 4 does not follow from the extension steps. 
Figure 10 shows the search forest with dynamic u-assumption for the query q 
via ~/L. In F 1, the atoms s, p, and q are blocked. In F 2, r is also blocked. In F 3, r 
and u become failed, therefore p is no longer blocked; p depends on node 5, and 
although node 5 has a child in which ~ r is removed, this child is not obtained by 
negation as failure (although this is not visible from the labels). Thus t is not 
blocked either, so node 9 has no child in F 4. In F 4 we encounter the opposite 
situation; now node 5 has a child obtained by negation as failure (node 10), so p, t, 
and q are blocked again. Note that if F 4 did not explicitly include F 3, then nodes 7 
and 8 would not be part of F 4. Because r is failed, node 14 has no descendants and 
q is failed in F 5. 
Finally, the following example shows how "unblocking" through u-assumption 
avoids (at least theoretically) the risk of incompleteness caused by the locality of 
the computation rule. 
Example  6.3. This example is taken from Section 5 of Chen and D. S. Warren [8]: 
q * -p (a ) , r  
p (x )  (--- ~p( f (x ) ) .  
In Figure 11 the search forest with dynamic u-assumption for the query q via !)t L 
is shown. All atoms of the form p( fn (a ) )  become blocked in F~; therefore, 
extension by u-assumption is applied to nodes 2, 3 . . . .  and extension by u-answer to 
node 1. In F 2, r and q are failed. The example shows again that we can avoid the 
locality of the computation rule, if needed. 
6.3. Loca l ly  St rat i f ied  P rograms 
We verify that the search forest with dynamic u-assumption eliminates the use of 
u-assumptions for the class of locally stratified programs. 
1 : q+---p(a) 2: p(a)~---,,,p(f(a)) 3 : p(f(a))e--,,~p(f(f(a))) . . .  
I I I 
, o+2:  q~, .  ,~+1:  p(a)+-,, ~o+3: p( f (a ) )~ . . . .  
FIGURE 11. Avoiding the incompleteness of local computation rules. 
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1 : qe -~p 2 : p+-~r  3 : re - -~s  4 : se -~t  
I ' 5:  s~---- 
6:pc-  
FIGURE 12. Stratified failure using dynamic u-assumptions. 
Theorem 6.1. Let P be a locally stratified normal logic program and Q an atomic 
query. I f  Fp(Q) contains no flounder leaf, then no forest in the sequence construct- 
ing Fp(Q) contains a blocked atom. Thus extension by u-assumption is not used. 
The proof is by a straightforward induction on the stratification. Consider the 
following example to see how this works out for a concrete case. 
Example 6.4. Consider the stratified program of Example 4.3 again: 
q~ ~p 
pc-- ~r  
r <-- ~s  
S~--- ~t .  
Figure 12 shows the search forest for the query q. We see that t is failed in F 1 
and, therefore, s, r, p and q are waiting. Thus, no u-assumptions are applied at the 
nodes 1-4 in F 2. The atoms q and p are still waiting in F 2, because r is now 
failed. Hence, no u-assumptions are applied at nodes 1-2 in F 3. Finally, we 
conclude that q is failed in F 3. 
In particular, Theorem 6.1 implies that a u-assumption strategy based on the 
stratification of the program to avoid u-assumptions i still complete, since the 
u-assumptions are unnecessary for such programs. 
More generally, the search forest with dynamic u-assumptions can be considered 
a lower bound for any strategy based on program analysis; to verify the complete- 
ness of the suggested method, it is sufficient o show that the new static search 
forest always includes the search forest with dynamic u-assumptions. 
7. APPLICATION TO AUTOMATA 
The search forest describes a goal-directed search space, the strength of which is 
that it applies to an arbitrary of normal logic program, loops,  through both 
positive and negative literals, are handled in an effective manner. In this way a 
close correspondence b tween declarative and procedural semantics can be main- 
tained. In particular, the effective handling of loops facilitates the application of 
logic programs in a number of domains uch as finite automata, software specifica- 
tion, and common-sense r asoning. In this section we illustrate how negation by 
failure can be used in the context of finite automata. 
The general idea in the following example is to use automata models for 
"system specifications." By a system we mean a state machine with a state-changing 
operation. A state-changing operation is defined as a relation of State x Event X 
State. An event is a trigger for the state-changing operation to change the state of 
the system. 
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We will describe such a system in terms of a logic program by defining a 
state-changing relation move that encodes the state-changing relation. With such a 
description we may then associate symbolic properties that are intended to hold in 
various machine states. Typically, these properties describe either value reports, to 
be used in interaction with "the outside" of the machine, or properties that are 
useful for the definition of the move predicate, in a mutually recursive way. 
Example 7.1. Suppose that we have an outgoing telephone line from a switchboard. 
The line is activated by the arrival of a digit signal, and for each digit signal it 
changes tate accordingly. When a complete telephone number, say four digits, is 
dialed, it neglects further digit signals until there is a hangup signal that resets the 
line. The line may be reset by a hangup signal at any time. Moreover, if there is an 
error signal, the switchboard moves to an error state. We may describe this 
functionality through a program P, as shown in Figure 13. 
Now, with such a description we may associate properties that are supposed to 
hold in various machine states. Assume that we want to distinguish between the 
four switch modes: free, initiated, occupied, and erroneous. A telephone line is said 
to be initiated if a first digit has arrived. The line is occupied if a number is being 
sent out or there is an ongoing conversation. By an erroneous line we mean a line 
on which an error signal has occurred. Furthermore, a line is free if it is neither 
occupied nor erroneous. 
To separate these modes we add the predicates hown in Figure 14 to P. 
Note that the well-founded model of P is total, even though the program is not 
locally stratified. Nevertheless, the full power of the search forest will be needed, 
because of the way the predicates are defined. In particular, the program P entails 
the following formulas: 
WFp ~3 ~ initiated([ ]), 
initiated([ x ]), 
~ initiated([ xl, x 2 ]), 
occupied( [ ]), 
occupied( [ x ]), 
occupied([ x,, x 2 ]), 
~ erroneous([ ]), 
f ree( [ ] ) ,  
- free(halt) .  
move(O, digit(x1), [xl])e-- 
move([xl], digit(~), [~,, x~])~ 
move([zl, z2], digit(x3), [~:t, x2, zs])e- 
move([zl, zz, zal, digit(z4), [Xl, z2, z3, z4])~--- 
move([xl, z2, za, z4], digit(y), [xi, x2, za, x4])e- 
move(z, hangup, ~)~ 
move(z, error, halt)+-- 
move(halt, digit(y), halt)e-- 
FIGURE 13. The switchboard machine. 
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initiated(zl)+--move(z2,digit(x),zl),free(z2) 
oceupied(z)~initiated(z) 
oeeupied(zl)+--rnove(z2,di#U(z),zx),oeeupied(z2) 
~o.~o~(~)+-..o~(~,~o~,~) 
free(z)~~oecupied(z),~erroneous(z) 
FIGURE 14. Properties of the switch- 
board states. 
Throughout his example we will use the search forest with dynamic u-assump- 
tion. Moreover, we assume a leftmost computation rule. First, consider the query 
free([]). The corresponding search forest Fe( free([ ]) is shown in Figure 15 (we 
denote the state [] by s o in the figure). 
The atom occupied([]) is failed in F 1 and error([]) is failed in F 2. Thus, in the 
final forest F 3 the computed answer free([ ]) is obtained. 
Next let us consider the search forest for query free([n]), for some digit n, as 
depicted in Figure 16. (For convenience, we denote the state [n] as s~ in the 
figure.) 
We have omitted the part of the forest corresponding to the callers free([ ]) and 
occupied([ ]), which looks the same as in the previous case. In contrast o the state 
[], initiated succeeds in state [n], thereby making occupied successful in [n] as well. 
Thus free([n]) is failed. In a similar way, free([n, m]) and free([n, o, p])will fail, for 
any n, o, and p. However, for the query free([n, o, p, q]) the situation looks a bit 
different, as shown in Figure 17. (For convenience we denote [n, o, p] as s3 and 
[n,o,p,q] as s 4 in the figure.) 
1: f(so)+--~o(so),~e(so) 
2: o(~o)~i(~o) 
3: o(so)+--m(x,d(y),so),o(x) 
4: i (so)e-m(z,d(y),so), f(x) 
5:/(so)~-~~(so) 6: ~(so)~--~(x, ~rro~, so) 
I 
7 : I(so)~ 
FIGURE 15. The search forest for the query free(so). 
1: f(81)~--~O(81),~e(81) 
5: i(sl)~--m(x,d(y),sl),f(x) 
7:  i(sl)4"-f(so) 
I 
8 : i (s l )~ 
2: o(s,)~-m(x,a(u),~,),o(~) 
6: o(~,)~o(s0) 
4: m(,o,d(~),,~)~- 3: o(~l),--i(s~) 
I 
9: o(~1)~ 
FIGURE 16. The search forest for the query free(s 0 . 
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1: f(s4)c~-~o(s4),~e(s4) 
2: O(S4)~"i(s4) 
5: m(s3,d(q),s4)~--- 
3: i(s4)~-m(., d(v), s,),.¢(::) 
7: i(,4)~f(,~) 8: i(~,)~.f(~) 
4: o(s4)~---m(~, d(y), s4), o(x) 
9: o(s4)~--o(sa) 10: o(s4)e--o(s4) 
I I 
I1 : o(s4)~--- 12 : o(s4)t--- 
6: rn(s4,d(~),s4)e-- 
F IGURE 17. The search forest for the query free(s4). 
The parts of the forest created for the subgoals free(s 3) and occupied(s3)) are 
omitted. We see that free(s 4) is failed in Fe(free(s4)). Notice that in contrast to the 
previous cases, here we have a loop through negation (via nodes 1, 2, and 8). In 
spite of the negative loop, the forest is finite. Thus the example illustrates a case in 
which we must tabulate both positive and negative literals to obtain termination. ~3 
Finally, we consider a case in which the notion of u-assumption must be used to 
"unblock" a negative literal at some point in the computation. This happens for 
the query free(halt). The search forest for free(halt) is shown in Figure 18. 
In F 1 we have a loop through negation via nodes 1, 2, and 6. We see that at this 
point we cannot determine the truth value of free(halt); node 1 is blocked. 
Therefore, in F 2 we use extension by u-assumption to obtain node 8. The atom 
erroneous(halt) is successful in F 2. Thus, because of the "reselection" of body 
literal achieved by the u-assumption step, we then obtained the correct result, 
namely that free(halt) is failed. 
~3This contrasts with earlier suggested tabulated techniques in which negative literals are not 
tabulated, such as OLDTNF-resolution (due to Seki and Itoh [26]), which would lead to an infinite 
computation. 
1: f(h ~---~o(h),~e(h) 3: i(h)~- .~(~, d(~), h),f(~) 
2: o(h)e-i(h) 6: i(h)+-f(h) 
5: re(h, d(x), h)+-- 4: o(h)~ rn(z, d(y), h), o(x) 
1 
7: o(h)t--o(h) 
8: f(h)e-~e(h) 9: e(h)+-m(x,error, h)
I 
10: m(~,dOl,h)~ 11: ~(h)~ 
F IGURE 18. The search forest for the query free(halt). 
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In summary, the example showed how we may use a normal logic program for 
specifications. For this purpose we exploited, in part, notions from automata 
theory. We saw an example in which tabulation of negative literals was needed to 
achieve a terminating system. Moreover, the notion of extension by u-assumption 
was required to obtain the correct result, even though the well-founded model of 
the specification was total. 
8. RELATED APPROACHES 
8.1. SLG-Resolut ion 
SLG-resolution (due to Chen and Warren [9]) is an alternative framework for 
tabulated resolution that shares many similarities with our approach. In this 
section we compare briefly some of the contributions of the two methods, as well as 
some other related work. 
The main objective of our work has been the separation between search space 
and search (cf. Bol and Degerstedt [5]). Given a program, a goal, and a computa- 
tion rule, we define a mathematical structure that contains all answers. Like the 
SLD tree for positive programs, this structure is uniquely defined (modulo renam- 
ing of variables). It is defined by saying that it is "closed under certain extensions." 
These extensions closely resemble the steps of SLG-resolution, indeed. But in 
principle, any program that constructs (or equivalently, searches) this structure, or 
parts of it, is a search strategy, tn particular, the separation means that the "size" 
of the search space can be used to obtain an upper bound for the "size" of the 
computation of a search strategy, and that the discussion of correctness of a search 
strategy is simplified. 
SLG-resolution, on the other hand, presents us with a set of "atomic steps" that 
can be combined in different ways to obtain an efficient implementation. These 
steps do not define a "common limit" (the nondeterministic system is not conflu- 
ent), which could serve as a search space. In our view, SLG-resolution is best 
viewed as a nondeterministic (or, in other words, underspecified) algorithm. It 
seems that, depending on the order of computation, this algorithm may or may not 
correspond to an exhaustive search strategy in our framework. A more specific 
"depth-first" instance of the algorithm has also been suggested in subsequent work 
by Chen et al. [7]. 
The main reason for the nonconfluence of SLG-resolution is the use of a kind of 
resultant, called an x-clause [9], which allows delayed (positive or ground negative) 
literals to occur in their bodies. These delayed literals correspond to previously 
selected callers for which approximate answer returns have occurred but for which 
there have been no definite answer returns (success or failure) so far. However, 
once such a definite answer eturn is detected, it can be used to resolve or fail such 
an x-clause accordingly. Thus, an x-clause can in general be the return point of a 
set of literals, both for the selected literal and the delayed literals. Since different 
computational strategies may return answers in different orders, this construction 
will unavoidably produce a nonconfluent system. 
In contrast, the resultants in the search forest contain (at most) one caller, 
namely the selected literal, and thereby the kind of nonconfluence that occurs in 
SLG-resolution is avoided. The "cost" of this separation between search space and 
search strategy is embodied in the search forest by the duplication of some 
(sub)branches that only differ by their use of the connectives <-- and <---u, 
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respectively. However, as stated in Example 4.4, we do not consider this kind of 
redundancy to be a flaw in our method. Additional optimizations of a particular 
system should instead by discussed on the level of a particular search strategy. 
Then again, on that level the use of "delayed" callers seems to be a reasonable way 
to keep track of the dependencies between the approximate u-resultants and 
answer eturns produced later, also from the perspective of the search forest. 
Thus the notion of delayed literals in SLG-resolution is in some sense more 
specific than the corresponding notions of u-resultants in the search forest. 
However, in SLG-resolution the delaying strategy is a "parameter" in the overall 
framework, whereas this is not the case in the (two variants of the) search forest. 
Therefore, in this later sense it is rather the search forest hat is more specific than 
SLG-resolution. In particular, the restricted form of u-assumption used in the 
dynamic variant of the search forest, which we consider perhaps the most intrigu- 
ing contribution of our work, has no counterpart in the basic framework of 
SLG-resolution. More specific delay strategies for SLG-resolution have (to our 
knowledge) only been discussed in terms of the "depth-first" computational strat- 
egy, introduced by Chen et al. [7]. 
Finally, there is a small difference in the treatment of floundering queries. The 
search forest supports a larger class of nonfloundering queries than SLG-resolu- 
tion, because of our use of extension by floundering. However, the cost of this is 
that the search forest may become infinite for functor-free programs too, for some 
queries outside the scope of SLG-resolution (but both methods are polynomial for 
functor-free nonfloundering programs when a safe computation rule is used). 
8.2. Other Methods 
Recently, Damasio [11] presented a framework for tabulated resolution, SLX(D)- 
resolution, where constructive negation is used for floundering programs. The 
method is based on a blend of SLX-resolution, developed for ground programs by 
Alferes et al. [1], and the search forest approach. SLX(D)-resolution uses essen- 
tially the nomenclature of this thesis. A detail of interest in SLX(D)-resolution is
that two kinds of trees are used, T-tree and TU-trees, respectively. The T-trees 
correspond to the "sound" part of the trees in our approach, whereas the TU-trees 
also include the nodes that are in the unsound set. This separation improves the 
readability of the search space and strengthens the connection to our newly 
introduced bottom-up method [14], where a clear separation between "true" atoms 
and "true or undefined" atoms is already present. 
The search forest also constitutes a search space for transformational p- 
proaches uch as magic templates, as discussed more thoroughly by Bol and 
Degerstedt [5] for positive programs, and by Degerstedt and Nilsson [14] for normal 
programs. Kemp, Stuckey, and Srivastava [15] present one such approach to 
goal-directed computation of the well-founded semantics where the magic transfor- 
mation and the fixed point computation are somewhat intertwined. 
APPENDIX: SOUNDNESS AND COMPLETENESS 
In this appendix we prove soundness and (a restricted form of) completeness for 
the search forest with static u-assumption relative to the well-founded semantics. 
The completeness result is restricted, since only ground negative literals are 
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treated by the method. However, because of the use of non-atom resolution in the 
extension by floundering step, the method is also complete for some cases in which 
the search forest contains flounder leaves. 
In Section A.1 we characterize a reliable computed answer. In particular, the 
ideal case without flounder leaves is covered by the notion of so-called determinate 
answers, giving rise to Corollary 4.1. 
The overall proof strategy in this article is similar to the one used for global 
SLS-resolution by Ross [25]. For ground normal ogic programs we show a stepwise 
correspondence b tween the sequence of forests leading to the search forest and 
the characterization of the well-founded model in Section 2. In particular, the 
proof uses a transformation of ground normal logic programs to two ground 
positive logic programs. Section A.3 contains the ground soundness and complete- 
ness results. 
In Section A.4 we show how floundering programs can be reduced to nonfloun- 
dering programs by using lifting and lowering techniques for the negative body 
literals. (Again this section can be skipped by the reader who is not interested in 
the floundering case.) Finally, Section A.5 contains soundness and completeness 
results for all (ground and nonground) normal ogic programs. 
The soundness and completeness results of Section A.5 also hold for the search 
forest with dynamic u-assumption, as shown by Degerstedt [12]. More precisely, it 
can be shown that the search forest with dynamic u-assumption is a subforest of 
the static variant where no reliable answers are excluded. Because of their 
technical character, these proofs are omitted. 
For the remainder of this section we refer to the search forest with static 
u-assumption simply as the search forest. 
A. 1. Reliable Answers in Floundering Forests 
The search forest is incomplete in general, since it does not resolve nonground 
negative literals. The incompleteness is embodied in the forest by the occurrence 
of flounder leaues. If there is a flounder leaf that is a potential answer for a caller l 
in a search forest F, then the set of t- and u-answers for l in F may be incomplete. 
However, as discussed in Section 3.2, the occurrence of such a flounder leaf in the 
forest does not always mean that computed answers for the (top) query are lost. 
For a ground query Q to a nonfloundering program P, we distinguished 
between two forms of computed answers: Q is true or Q is "true or undefined" in 
WF e. In the presence of flounder leaves the distinction between different forms of 
answers must be more fine-grained. To this end we identify two subsets of the set 
of potential answer nodes in the forest, called positively and negatively reliable 
answer nodes, respectively. 
Intuitively, a potential answer node is positiuely reliable if it proves that its 
conclusion is not false. Thus a flounder leaf cannot be a positively reliable answer 
node, and a t-answer node is always positively reliable. Moreover, positively 
reliable answer nodes are never contained in the unsound set. 
Moreover, a potential answer node is negatiuely reliable if the derivation that 
leads to it cannot prove the truth of its conclusion. Hence a t-answer is never 
negatively reliable; a potential answer node contained in the unsound set is always 
negatively reliable. 
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Let Q be an atomic query and F the search forest for P and Q. The Soundness 
Theorem (see Theorem A.3 below) states that a ground instance QT of Q 
(1) is true (in WFp) if F contains a computed t-answer Q0 ~ for Q such that 
QT~ Q0; 
(2) is true or undefined if F contains a positive reliable u-answer note Q0 ~,  
for Q such that QT~ Q0; 
(3) is undefined or false if every potential answer node Q0 ~,L  for Q in F 
such that QT ~ Q0 is negatively reliable; 
(4) is false if every potential answer node Q0 ~ (,)L in F such that Qy 5 Q0 is 
in f~F" 
Case 1 and 4 are stronger than the others, but 2 and 3 can hold independently. As 
a result, the forest can respond in six ways to a ground query: each subset of {true, 
undefined, false}, except • and {true, false}, can be returned. 
Intuitively, a branch is positively reliable if all of its nodes are sound. Thus, if a 
ground negative literal ~ a is removed by u-assumption, then the atom c~ must be 
false or undefined, and if a potential answer is used, then this answer must be 
sound. 
Similarly, a branch is negatively reliable if, in at least one step, a literal is 
removed that is undefined or false; in that case this branch proves at most that its 
conclusion is undefined; another branch would be needed to prove that it is true. 
A small complication is that even though the branch leading to a flounder leaf 
can be positively reliable (so that we may use its result in other positively reliable 
branches for extension by floundering), the corresponding potential answer is in 
itself not positively reliable. However, otherwise, an answer is positively (or 
negatively) reliable if the branch leading to it is positively (negatively) reliable. 
Consider the following example to see how the reliable answers are expected to 
work for a concrete case. 
Example  A.1.  Suppose we have the following program: 
q, - -p  
q ,-- ~r (x )  
p~ ~p.  
Figure 19 shows the search forest for the query q. Because of floundering at the 
negative caller ~ r (x) ,  we will not find out that q is true. The branch (of zero 
steps) leading to node 2 is positively reliable but not negatively reliable. However, 
the potential answer q ~ ~ r (x )  is neither positively nor negatively reliable. Nodes 
4 and 5 are both positively and negatively reliable, so we obtain the answer that q 
cannot be false (q is undefined or true). 
Symmetrically to the positively reliable case, a node in a branch is "unreliable" 
if it is obtained either by u-assumption of a negative literal ~ ~, where the atom 
is true or undefined, or by resolution using a potential answer that is itself obtained 
1 : q+-p 2 : qe-~r(x)  3 : p+-,'~p 
I FIGURE 19. Incompleteness 
due to floundering. 
5 : q~-~, 4 : P~--u 
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through a negatively reliable branch. This means that the notion of unreliability 
can be checked effectively. As a consequence, the notion of "reliability" is most 
easily defined (in a seemingly noneffective way) by using a "greatest pair of sets" 
construction. In Example A.1, for instance, the reliability of the branch leading to 
node 5 is motivated by the reliability of the branch leading to node 4, which is in 
turn motivated by the reliability of the branch leading to node 5. 
Formally, the notions of positively and negatively reliable answers are defined as 
follows. 
Definition A.1 (Positive and Negative Reliability). Let F be a forest closed under 
positive extensions and let A ÷ and A be sets of potential answer nodes in F.I4 
A branch of F is positively reliable w.r.t. (A +, A - )  if 
• for every extension by u-assumption step removing a literal ~ a all potential 
answer nodes for o~ in F are contained in A - ,  and 
• for every extension by u-assumption step using a potential answer ao -~ uL 
on a, at least one potential answer node for a in F labeled ao '~uL  is 
contained in A - .  
A branch of F is negatively reliable w.r.t. (A +, A ) if it contains 
• an extension by u-assumption step removing ~ a, such that A + contains an 
answer node a ~- or a ~- u, or 
• an extension by u-answer or extension by floundering step using a potential 
answer a~r~-~L on a, such that all potential answer nodes for a in F 
labeled ao-~- ~L are contained in A . 
Now let (~+,~' )  be the greatest pair of sets of potential answer nodes (w.r.t. 
pairwise set inclusion) such that 
• R ~.~¢+ iff the branch leading to R in F is positively reliable w.r.t. ( J+ ,d ) ,  
and 
• R ~+ iff the branch leading to R in F is negatively reliable w.r.t. (=~+, d - ) .  
A node R in F is positively reliable if R ~+ is not a flounder leaf. A node R in 
F is negatively reliable if R ~d- .  
The definition has the following immediate consequences. 
Lemma A.1. Every search forest has the following properties: 
• A t-answer node is positively reliable. 
• A t-answer node is not negatively reliable. 
• A potential answer node in the unsound set is negatively reliable. 
• A potential answer node in the unsound set is not positively reliable. 
14It is important that the sets A + and A- contain odes and not merely resultants, ince resultants 
can, at the same time, label both nodes that are in these sets and nodes that are not. 
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The situation in which we have only three kinds of outcomes from the search 
forest can be characterized as the following special case of reliable answers, called 
determinate answers. 
Definition A.2 (Determinate potential answer node). Let F be a forest closed 
under positive extensions. A potential answer node R for an atom a is 
determinate in F if one of the following three cases holds: 
(1) R is a t-answer for a in F 
(2) R is both a positively and negatively reliable node in F 
(3) R is in ~F" 
That determinate answers can also occur in forests with flounder leaves is 
illustrated by the following example. 
Example A.2. Assume that we have the following program: 
q ~-p(x,y) , r (x,y)  
p(a ,y )  ,-- -s(y) 
r(x,b) ~-- ~s(x).  
Figure 20 shows the search forest for the query q (via ~L)" Node 2 is a flounder 
leaf, and, by extension by floundering, it gives rise to node 3. It is essential that the 
binding {x/a} is returned in this way, because now r(a, y) is selected in node 3, 
which does not give rise to floundering in that branch. All answer nodes for q are 
determinate in the final forest. 
However, if all answers for the query in a forest are determinate, then we: have 
exactly the ideal situation mentioned in Section 4; the answers from case 1 are the 
true answers, those from case 2 are the undefined answers, and case 3 signals 
failure. It is indeed floundering that can prevent his ideal situation, as shown in 
Theorem A.1 below, which the following lemma will aid in proving. 
l: q~p(x,u),r(~,y) 2: p(a,~)~-~s(y) 
I 
3: q4-- ~s(y), r(a, y) 4: r(a, b)~-- ~s(a) 
6 : q~ 5 : r(a, b)~u 
7 : q + - ~  
8 : qe--u 10: q4-.~s(b) 9 : r(a, b)4-- 
I 
11: q~- 
FIGURE 20, Nonlocal resolution of a flounder leaf. 
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Lemma A.2. Let F be a search forest with no flounder leaves, and R be a potential 
answer node in F. Then either R is positively reliable or R ~ O F. 
PROOF. If R is not in OF, then obviously the only reason why the branch leading to 
R should not be positively reliable is because of floundering. Hence, by the 
maximality criterion of ~¢+, R is positively reliable. [] 
Theorem A.1. If  there are no flounder leaves in a search forest F, then every potential 
answer node is determinate in F. 
PROOF. Let R = c~0 ,--~u) be an answer node for an atom a in F. Suppose that 
there does not exist a t-answer s0  ~ for c~ in F (clearly, if such an answer exists, 
then R is determinate). Hence R is of the form c~0 ~ ,. We have two cases: 
1. Suppose R is not positively reliable. The R is in OF, by Lemma A.2. Thus R 
is determinate. 
2. Suppose R is not negatively reliable. Since R is a u-resultant, R must depend 
on some extension by u-assumption step, directly or indirectly via other 
positive extensions. Thus R depends on a node R' with 9](R') = ~ a' (where 
a'  is ground), for which there exists some answers that are not in 1~ F. 
Moreover, for each such R' there is no answer for c~', which is a member of 
~+, because R is not negatively reliable. In other words, no answer a' ~ ~u) 
for c~' is positively reliable. Therefore, for any such R' all answer nodes 
a'  ,-- ~u) are members of O F, by Lemma A.2. Hence, for any such extension 
by u-assumption step there exists a corresponding extension by negation as 
failure step. This means that there must exist a branch similar to the branch 
leading to R where only t-resultants are used. But then c~0 ,-- must be a 
t-answer for a in F. Thus R must be determinate. [] 
Example A.3. In Example 4.1 as well as in Example 4.2, both u-answer nodes are 
positively and negatively reliable, and thus are determinate. For Example 4.3, the 
reader can check that the answer nodes 5 and 7 are only negatively reliable, that 
the answer nodes 6, 8, 9, and 10 are only positively reliable, and that they are all 
determinate in the final forest. 
Finally, we also conclude that there are limits to how the positively and negatively 
reliable answers may look. 
Example A.4. Note that if we replace the negative literal ~p in the program of 
Example A.1 with the literal ~ q, then neither the semantics of the program nor 
the shape of the forest is changed. However, in this case all nodes are classified as 
unreliable. We do not even obtain the conclusion that q cannot be false, since our 
classification system is unable to reason by cases; the reason for q not being false is 
now that either q succeeds from node 2, or node 2 can be considered negatively 
reliable, thereby making nodes 4 and 5 positively reliable; hence q is at least 
undefined. 
A.2. Ground Programs 
In this section we will prove soundness and completeness for ground programs (in 
this discussion we also consider programs that are countably infinite). These results 
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are then lifted to the nonground case in Section A.5. We use program transforma- 
tions from normal to positive logic programs to be able to reuse the soundness and 
completeness theorem (Theorem 2.3) for positive logic programs. 
For each rank i in the search forest construction, we define two positive 
programs Pi + and P i .  The program Pi ÷ characterizes the atoms that are used as 
successful at rank i, and Pi- characterizes the ones that are failed. Note that these 
transformations will only be used for forests without flounder leaves, since floun- 
dering programs are dealt with separately in Section A.4. 
Let P be a normal logic program. The transformations rely on an extended 
alphabet of predicate symbols. To this end we assume the existence of a distinct 
predicate symbol, denoted by ~/n ,  for each predicate symbol p/n .  Given an 
atomic formula a of the form p(t l , . . . , t , , ) ,  we write & to denote the atom 
/3(t~,...,t~). By /3 we understand the program obtained by P by substituting each 
negative literal ~ a of P with its corresponding positive atom &. 
For every ordinal i, the programs Pi + and Pi- can now be obtained from P and 
F i in the following way: 
Pi+ = t 5 U { & ~ [a ~ Bp is failed in F i} 
Pi- = 15 U { & ~ l a ~ Bp is not successful in Fi}. 
Thus P~+ includes the set of (coded) negative literals, which we have proved as 
"true" in F i, and P~- contains the (coded) negative literals, which are not proved 
to be "false" in F g. The exact correspondence b tween the ranks in the search 
forest of the original program and P/÷ and P~- is given by the following lemma. 
Lemma A.3. Each search forest F e without flounder leaues is such that for et'epy atom 
c~ and ordinal i > 1: 
(1) a is successful in F], + 1 ¢, a is successful in Fe?. 
(2) a is failed in F], ¢0 a is failed in Fe, 
The result follows directly from the definition of the transformation. Note that 
the index i of Ps + and P~- refers to the rank; at rank i the search forest F i* 1 is 
under construction. The successful atoms that are used at rank i are found in F ~ ~ 1, 
but the failed atoms that are used are found in F'. This explains the asymmetry of 
points 1 and 2. 
A.3.  Ground Soundness  and  Completeness 
We proceed in the following way. Lemma A.4 relates the least (total) Herbrand 
models of Pi + and Pi- to the fixed points of the T j  and Uj operators. Based on 
this observation, the derivation of F i+L from F i is shown to correspond to one 
iteration in the bottom-up characterization o70,j1 . . . .  of the well-founded model 
(Lemma A.5). The ground soundness and completeness results then follow 
(Corollary A.1). 
Let Pos(F)  denote the set {al a is successful in F}, and let us use the auxiliary 
notation: 
Ji+= Pos( F i) U {~ alot E B I, is failed in F i} 
J i  = Pos( F i) U { ~ a l a ~ Bp is not successful in Fi}. 
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Lemma A.4. Let P be a ground normal logic program. Then for every ground atom 
and ordinal i >__ 1: 
(1) a~Mp?¢*  a~ LFP(Tj?) 
(2) ~ a ~ Me? ¢* ~ a ~ GFP(Uj-). 
PROOF. 
(1) a E Me? ~ a is a logical consequence of P, assuming that J/+ contains all 
true negative literals. (By the definition of Pi÷.) ** a ~ LFP(Tj?). 
(2) ~ a ~ Me,  ~ a is not a logical consequence of P, if we assume that J/- 
contains all true negative literals. (By the definition of Pi--) "~" ~ a 
GFP(Uj+). [] 
Lemma A.5. Let P be a ground normal logic program. Then for each ground atomic 
query Q and ordinal i > 0: 
(1) Q is successful in F~(Q) ¢* Q Gp ~i. 
(2) Q is failed in Ffi(Q) ,~, ~ Q ~j i .  
PROOF. The proof is by induction on i. 
(1) Q is successful in F~ ÷ I(Q). 
• ~ Q is successful in Fp?(Q) (by Lemma A.3) 
¢* Q ~ Me? (by Theorem 2.3) 
Q c LFP(Tj?) and J/+ ~__..~i (by Lemma A.4 and induction) 
Q ~ LFP(T f )  (by monotonicity of LFP(Tj)) 
¢=~QE¢ ari+l. 
(2) Q is failed in F~ + l(Q) 
Q is failed in Fe;(Q) (by Lemma A.3) 
¢* ~ Q ~ M e (by Theorem 2.3) 
,~ Q ~ GFP~Uj:) and y i  u J/- is consistent (by Lemma A.4 and point 1) 
¢* Q ~ GFP~U2,) (by monotonicity of GFP(Uj)) 
¢~ ~QEj  -i+1 [] 
Corollary A.1 (Ground soundness and completeness). Let P be a ground normal 
logic program and Q a ground atomic query. 
(1) Q is successful in Fp(Q) ~ Q ~ WFp. 
(2) Q is failed in Fp(Q) ~ ~ Q ~ WF e. 
A. 4. Reduct ion o f  Floundering 
In this section we show that every normal ogic program that yields a forest with 
flounder leaves can be reduced to a nonfloundering (but possibly infinite) program. 
We use the following transformation for a given normal ogic program P: 
gn( P)  = t~u { a (- ~ a la  ~ Bp}. 
The transformation does not change the semantics of the program, since we have 
WFp =WFgn(P)\{Iil = (~)~ for ol~Bp}. 
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Moreover, gn(P) is guaranteed to avoid floundering, since it does not use any 
nonground negative literals. 
For the rest of this section we fix a safe computation rule ~,  such that for any 
normal logic program P, 
• If .q~ selects a positive literal a at a node in Fp, then .~)~ selects the same 
literal a at the corresponding node in Fgn(p). 
• If !)] selects a ground negative literal ~ a at a node in Fp, them ~ selects 
the atom ~ at the corresponding node in Fx.,~ p). 
As a consequence, a nonground atom ~ is only selected by ,~)~ at nodes of the 
form s 0 ~ ~l , - - . ,& ,  in Fg,,(p~, where every &j is nonground. We have the 
following lemma. 
Lemma A.6. If  Fp is a search forest without flounder leaves, then the search forest 
F~(e ~ is structurally identical to Fp, except hat: 
• Whenever a ground negative literal ~ ~ is selected in a resultant in Fp, the 
coded literal ~ is selected in the corresponding node in Fg,(e). 
• In Fu~(p) there is a tree with root ~ e- ~ ~ for each (ground) selected literal ~. 
(Thus this root always has a child labeled with a u-answer and sometimes also a 
child labeled with a t-answer.) 
The exact relation between the search forests for P and gn(P) is given by the 
following two "lifting" and "lowering" lemmas for nonground negative literals. 
Because of the incompleteness of our method w.r.t, floundering, the lifting iemma 
is restricted to the determinate case. 
Lemma A. 7 (Lifting of negation). Let P be a normal ogic program. For every atomic 
query Q such that each potential answer node for Q is determinate in Fp(Q) and 
every ordinal i > 1, 
(1) If Q O is a computed t-answer for Q in Fg,~p)(Q), then Q O is a computed 
t-answer for Q in F~(Q). 
(2) If Q is failed in then Q is failed in F],(Q). 
PROOF. The proof is by induction on i. 
(1) Suppose Q0 is a computed t-answer for Q in r i+ 1 If Q0 does not depend " gn(P) "  
on any negative literal, then the result follows from Lemma A.6. Assume 
that the derivation of Q0 depends on the successful resolution of negative 
literals in ~;i+ ~ Let ~ ~ be any such a ground negative literal. The atom a "gn( l ' ) "  
must be active and failed in i i+~, Fj~p). In F~ any flounder leaf QO~(u)L  
must be contained in ~'~Fb~ ,, since Q is determinate. Therefore, ~ a must be 
active in F~ as well. By induction, the atom a is then failed in F~. Hence 
Q0 is a computed t-answer for Q in F~ + 1 
(2) Assume that Q is failed in ; i+1 Again, if Q depends only on positive " gn(P) "  
literals, then the result follows from Lemma A.6. Suppose that R = Q0 ~ ,L  
is a potential answer for Q in F~ + 1. If L is not empty, then R is in ~'~F~+ ,, 
since Q is determinate. Otherwise, there exists some ground successful atom 
o~ in Ps+ ~ that is used to fail a negative ~ a in the derivation of Q0 ~ in ~ gn(P)  u 
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F i+l By point 1, such an o~ must be successful in F~ +1 Thus QO n(P)"  • u 
also contained in I~F#+,. [] 
The lowering lemma looks like the following. 
is 
Lemma A.8 (Lowering of negation). Let P be a normal logic program. For every 
atomic query Q and every ordinal i > 1, 
(1) I f  QO ~ (u) is a positive reliable (t-)answer node for Q in F~(Q), then QO ~ (u) 
is a positively reliable (t-)answer node for Q in Fgn(p)(Q). 
(2) I f  Q cr is a ground instance of Q, then if every potential answer node 
Q01 ~(u)L  for Q in F~(Q), where Qcr~Q0 l, is negatively reliable (and 
contained in DFb(Q)), then every potential answer node QO 2 ~ (u)L for Q in 
Fg,(p)(Q), where Qo- ~_ QO 2, is negatively reliable (and contained in DF~.(~(Q))" 
PROOF. The proof is done by induction on i. 
(1) Suppose Q0 ~ (u) is a potential answer node for Q in F~ +1 that is positively 
reliable. If Q0 ~- (,) does not depend on any negative literal, then the result 
follows from Lemma A.6. Otherwise, if Q0 ~ (u) depends on the resolution 
of a ground negative literal ~ a in F~ + 1, then ~ must be active in F~. 
Moreover, since Q0~(u  ) is positively reliable, Q0~(u  ) is not in  ~F~n(p). 
Hence all potential answers for o~ in F~ are contained in I~F~. By induction, 
this means that all potential answers for a in F~,(e) are contained in ~F i . 
• gn~P) 
Thus O0 <--(u) is a positively reliable node for Q in Ffi +1 as well. A similar 
argument can be used to show that, if Q0 ,--(,) is a t-answer for O in F~ +1, 
then O0~-(u ) is a t-answer for O in r i+ ,  * gn(P) "  
(2) Suppose that Q0~ ~ (~)L is a negatively reliable leaf in F~+l, where L is a 
(possibly empty) sequence of nonground negative literals ~ al . . . .  , ~ an. If 
L =( )  and Q0I *--(u)L does not depend on any negative literal, then the 
result follows from Lemma A.6. Otherwise, Q01 ~ (u)L depends on the 
resolution of some ground negative literal ~ a in F~ +1 such that there 
exists a positively reliable answer node a ~ (u) for a in F~ + 1. Hence, by 
el r ,+ 1 point 1, ~ ~ (,) is also positiv y eliable in Fun(e ). It follows that the node 
~ ~n m F;,(p) that corresponds to the node Q0I ,--- (~)L Q0I ~-~u) ~ C~l,..., - • i+l 
in Ffi +~ must be negatively reliable in pi+~ This means that every ~ gn(P)"  
potential answer node QO 2 ,-- (~) that is a successor of Q01 ~ (~) ~ &~ . . . . .  
~ k, in m+~ is negatively reliable. Since these successor nodes are the " gn(  P )  
only potential answer nodes in m+~ that have no corresponding nodes gn(P)  
in F~ + ~, the result follows. [] 
A.5. Soundness and Completeness 
We generalize the ground soundness and completeness results by using "lowering" 
and "lifting" techniques. It is sufficient here to consider only nonfloundering 
normal programs, due to reduction results in Section A.4. 
Lemma A.9 (Lifting and lowering lemma). Let P be a nonfloundering normal logic 
program and Q an atomic query. For each ordinal i > 1, 
(1) Q0 is a computed t-answer for Q in F,~(Q) ¢* QOy is a computed t-answer for 
QOT in F~(p)(QOT) for each grounding substitution y for QO. 
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(2) Q is failed in F~(Q) ** Q7 is failed in F~(p)(Q T) for each ground substitution T 
for Q. 
PROOF. Point 1 :Q0 is a computed t-answer for Q in F~ ¢:, Q0 is a computed 
t-answer in Fe/,where j= i+ lor  i= j  is al imit  (byLemmaA.3)  ~ QOy is a 
computed t-answer in F,~p~(Q0 T) (by Theorem 2.3) ~ Q0y is a computed 
t-answer for QO7 in Fg(p)°(6~0T) (by Lemma A.3). 
Point 2 follows from Lemma A.3 and Theorem 2.3 in a similar way. [] 
The completeness result must be restricted to the determinate case due to 
floundering. 
Theorem A.2 (Completeness). Let P be a normal ogic program, and Q be an atomic 
query, such that every potential answer node for Q is determinate in Fp(Q). 
(1) l f  a ground instance Qy of Q is in WFp, then Q has a computed t-answer QO 
for Q in Fp(Q), such that QT ~ QO. 
(2) If ~ Q7 is in WFp for each ground instance QT of Q, then Q is failed in 
Fp(Q). 
(3) Let P' be the augmented version of P. 15 If for some substitution or, all ground 
instances QT of Qcr are contained in WFp,, then Q has a computed t-answer 
QO for Q in Fp(Q), such that Qo- < QO. 
PROOF. It is sufficient to consider the nonfloundering case, due to Lemma A.7. 
Points 1 and 2 follow from Corollary A.1 and Lemma A.9. 
Point 3: (We assume that o- does not mention the symbols f and ~; extending 
the proof when f or ~ appear is straightforward.) Let {x 0 . . . . .  x~} be the variables 
that occur in Qo'. Let Y be the grounding substitution 
x , / ? (  . . . . .  
binding the variables of Qo" to terms from the augmented version of the program. 
By assumption, Q7 is in WFe,. Thus, by Corollary A.1, Q7 is a computed t-answer 
in Fu~p)(Qo-T). By Lemma A.9 there is then a computed t-answer Q0 for Q in 
Fp(Q) such that o- T ~ 0. The substitution 0 contains only terms from the universe 
of P. Thus, for 3' to be unifiable with 7, 0 must be at least as general as o-. [] 
The soundness result uses the generalized form of answers that were introduced 
in Section A.1. 
Theorem A.3 (Soundness). Let P be a normal ogic program and Q an atomic query. 
(1) If there is a computed t-answer QO for Q in Fp(Q), then all ground instances 
Q7 of QO are contained in WF e. 
(2) If Q is failed in Fp(Q), then for all ground instances Q7 of Q, ~ Q7 is in 
WFp. 
(3) If there exists a u-answer node Q O ~,  for Q in Fp(Q) that is positively 
reliable, then there exists no ground instance Q7 of QO, such that ~ Q7 is in 
WFp. 
(4) If every potential answer node QO ~ ~,)L for Q in Fp(Q), whee QO is more 
general than a ground atom Q7, is negatively reliable, then Q7 is not in WFp. 
15That is, P' =PU {p(f(?))}, where none of the symbols p, f, or ? appear in P or Q. This 
construction is needed to handle the universal query problem. See, for example, Ross [25] for details. 
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PROOF. It is enough to consider the nonfloundering case due to Lemma A.8. 
Points 1 and 2 follow from Corollary A.1 and Lemma A.9. If Q is neither successful 
nor failed, then neither Qy nor ~ QT can be in WFp for any ground instance Qy 
of Q, by Theorem A.2. Thus points 3 and 4 hold for any nonfloundering program. 
[] 
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